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Catalysts can determine the structure and properties of carbon nanotube (CNT) fibers fabricated using the floating 
catalyst chemical vapor deposition (FCCVD) method. The tail gas left over when CNT fibers are fabricated by the 
FCCVD method has been proven to contain deactivated iron nanoparticles, as well as carbide gas and hydrogen. This 
study demonstrates that the deactivated iron nanoparticles in tail gas can be successfully activated in a double furnace 
system under certain conditions. CNT fibers can be successfully prepared using the activated iron nanoparticles by 
adding the precursor without the catalyst. These CNT fibers are composed of double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs) 
and have low density, high strength, and electrical conductivity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are characterized by a 
typical nanostructure along with extraordinary mechanical, 
electrical, and thermal properties [1 – 3]. These features 
and their other functionalities make CNTs suitable for 
applications as structural and functional materials, 
including composites [4 – 7], conductors [8 – 10], catalyst 
supports [11, 12], and sensors [13, 14]. CNT fiber is 
macroscopic assembly of carbon nanotubes, formed with 
CNTs alignment along the axial direction. Because of 
weak links, deficiencies, and impurities in the scattering of 
CNT assemblies, the properties of CNT fibers are worse 
than ones of single CNT, but CNT fibers can compete with 
other fibers in high-end uses, especially in applications 
requiring combined electrical and mechanical 
functionalities. Therefore, the large-scale production of 
CNT fibers is important target of research and 
development [15].  
Several processes have been used to fabricate 
macroscopic CNT fibers, including wet spinning of CNT 
yarns [16 – 19], dry spinning of CNT yarns [20 – 23], and 
direct spinning of continuous fibers from CNT aerogel by 
Floating Catalyst Chemical Vapor Deposition (FCCVD) 
[24 – 27]. FCCVD is the irreplaceable method of 
fabricating CNT fibers, because it can meet large-scale 
commercial demand [28]. Furthermore, the strength of 
CNT fibers can reach 5.53 GPa [29], and the structure of 
CNT fibers can be controlled [30]. Because of its high 
degree of controllability and scalability, CVD is currently 
the most widely applied method for preparing CNT fibers.  
Catalysts can determine the structure of CNT fibers 
fabricated through the FCCVD method, affecting the 
fibers’ length, walls, and chirality. CNT fibers with 
different structures and performances, such as single-
walled carbon nanotube (SWNT), DWNT, multi-walled 
carbon nanotube (MWNT) fibers [30, 31], ultra-pure CNT 
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fibers [32], and metallic chirality SWNT fibers [33], can be 
fabricated by adjusting the morphology of the catalysts.  
However, tail gas of CNT fibers prepared by the 
FCCVD method has been proven to contain deactivated 
iron particles, except for hydrogen and carbide gas [34]. 
The tail gas is directly injected into the air after simple 
filtration. Reclaiming tail gas represents a significant 
advance in fabricating CNT fibers because it can save 
resources, protect the environment, and promote the large-
scale production of CNT fibers. In this study, FCCVD tail 
gas was collected and analyzed in order to study the 
morphology of deactivated iron particles in tail gas. First, a 
double furnace system was first designed to fabricate CNT 
fibers while reclaiming tail gas. Different methods were 
developed to activate the iron particles. Then, the structure 
and properties of CNT fibers prepared by activating iron 
particles in tail gas were studied. Preparing CNT fibers by 
reclaiming tail gas is beneficial for studying the effect of 
catalysts on the synthesis of CNT fibers by FCCVD, 
promoting the development of CNT fibers, saving 
resources, and protecting the environment. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
2.1. Double furnace system 
This study applied the same FCCVD method and 
spinning process used by Zhong [28] to fabricate CNT 
fibers. This method involves connecting two vertical 
furnaces of spinning CNT fibers using pipelines (double 
furnaces system, as shown in Fig. 1) to fabricate CNT 
fibers by reclaiming CVD tail gas and activating iron 
nanoparticles. The primary components of the double 
furnace system are two furnaces (a front furnace and a rear 
furnace), two spinning systems, and one set of pipelines 
that can induce the tail gas of the front furnace to flow into 
rear furnace. The pipelines were used to connect the outlet 
of the front furnace and the inlet of the rear furnace. A 
flowmeter was placed in the middle to calculate and 




Before reclaiming tail gas from the CNT fibers 
fabricated by CVD, the front furnace should normally spin 
CNT fibers (FCNT fibers) by adjusting conditions like the 
location of the end of needle, the rate of hydrogen flow, 
and the injecting rate of feedstock [32, 35]. Then, the rear 
furnace prepares CNT fibers (RCNT fibers) by reclaiming 
tail gas from the front furnace.  
 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the double furnace system 
Unlike single furnace was developed over a decade 
ago [26, 28], the pressure of the front furnace in the double 
furnace system gradually increases due to the rear furnace, 
such that the precursor can not be injected into the reactor 
to form aerogel continuously. Even though the sock-like 
CNT assembly was in good condition, the assembly could 
not arrive to the reactor bottom with flow. In order to 
reduce pressure in the front furnace, a flowmeter was 
introduced to control the rate of tail gas flowing into the 
rear furnace and a pump was added to control the pressure 
of the front furnace.  
2.2. Experimental procedures 
The temperatures of the both furnaces were raised at 
the same time at rate of 0.2 °C s-1. Meanwhile, argon flow 
was introduced into both reactors at rate of 200 sccm. 
When the temperature in both reactors reached 1170 °C, 
hydrogen flow was introduced into the front reactor at a 
rate of 1000 sccm. Hydrocarbon feedstock was injected 
into the front reactor with a syringe pump at rate of 8 to 
10 mL min-1. Ethanol was used as a carbon source, 
dispersed with ferrocene (2.4 wt.%) as a catalyst and 
thiophene (0.6 wt.%) as a promoter. After the front furnace 
began normally spinning FCNT fibers, CVD tail gas from 
the front furnace was poured into the rear reactor at a rate 
of 700 to 800 sccm through the pipeline, with the quantity 
of tail gas being detected by the flowmeter. Furthermore, 
the CVD tail gas was collected by bladder, and gas 
chromatography (GC) was used to analyze all the 
components of the tail gas. The outlet hole of the tail gas 
bottle was wrapped by copper grid with 120 meshes per 
inch to collect particles in the tail gas. The particles were 
detected using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
Different methods were designed to activate unused 
iron nanoparticles in the tail gas. During the FCCVD 
process, catalysts can become inactive due to the 
accumulation of amorphous carbon. In order to activate the 
inactive iron particles, the amorphous carbon layer must 
first be removed. We used the characteristics of carbon 
layer reactions with hydrogen and water vapor at high 
temperatures to activate the deactivated iron particles. 
Before the tail gas was introduced into the rear furnace 
reactor, deactivated iron particles flowed through the 
pipelines with the tail gas. After the rear furnace was 
purged with flowing tail gas for approximately 10 min, the 
precursor without catalyst and deionized water were 
injected into the reactor with a syringe pump. Ethanol was 
used as carbon source, dispersed with thiophene as 
promoter agents. The precursor was injected at rate of 6 to 
8 mL min-1, and the water was injected at rate of 2 to 
3 mL min-1. Then, other conditions were adjusted to 
activate iron particles in tail gas to fabricate CNT fibers. 
2.3. Assessing the performance and structure of 
CNT yarns 
The diameter and surface of the fibers were analyzed 
with an optical microscope (U-25LBD, Olympus, Japan). 
The morphology of the fibers was observed under SEM 
(JSP-6700F, Philips, Holland) by attaching a slice of fiber 
on a copper plate. The CNT structure of the fibers was 
studied through TEM (Tecnai-G2 F20, Philips, Holland) 
by placing a piece of fiber on a copper grid. Defects in the 
fibers were analyzed under Raman spectroscopy (Invia 
Reflex, Renishaw, UK) by attaching a length of fiber to a 
glass slide, the Raman wavelength was 532 nm. 
Mechanical properties were studied using a micro tensile 
tester (Microfiber Tester XQ-1, Shanghai Co., China) and 
a 10 mm fiber sample at tensile speed of 3 mm min-1. 
Electrical conductivity was measured using two-pole 
method with a multimeter. The components of the CVD 
tail gas were analyzed by SEM, TEM, and GC (GC2010, 
Shimadzu, Japan). 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
First, the components of FCCVD tail gas were first 
analyzed. According GC results, the tail gas was 
12.78 mol % methane, 8.53 mol % carbon monoxide, 
0.08 mol % carbon dioxide, and 78.60 mol % hydrogen. 
Ethylene and hydrogen sulphide were also detected at 
negligible quantities.  
 
a b 
Fig. 2. The structure of particles in the tail gas: a – TEM of 
the deactivated iron nanoparticles; b – SEM of the 
particles 
The particles in tail gas were CNTs and deactivated 
iron nanoparticles according to Fig. 2. The deactivated iron 
particles in the tail gas were wrapped by amorphous carbon 
and graphite layers, the diameter of the iron particles was 
in range of 20 nm to 30 nm. This result indicates that 
FCCVD tail gas contains not only carbide gas and 




CNT fibers were successfully fabricated from 
reclaiming the iron particles by the FCCVD method. After 
CVD tail gas was introduced into the rear furnace, the 
precursor was injected into the reactor along with 
deionized water and hydrogen. After a while, threads 
assembly was stacked at the end of the reactor, which 
could spin approximately 20 cm long RCNT fibers. Finite 
threads integrate was assembled instead of continuous 
sock-like integrate due to inadequate quantity of CNTs. 
The yield ratio of fibers to carbon source is shown to the 
utilization rate of carbon, the yield ratio of RCNT fibers to 
the carbon source was 0.9 wt.%, lower than the 4 wt.% 
FCNT fibers’ yield ratio. The limited amount of deactivated 
iron nanoparticles leads to the utilization rate reducing. 
 
Fig. 3. Morphology and structure of the CNT fiber synthesized by 
double furnaces system: a – an optical microscope image 
showing surface of the RCNT yarn; b – c SEM images 
showing aligned nanotube bundles of the RCNT yarn; d –
 f TEM images showing CNT bundles and DWNT 
structure of the RCNT yarn; g – SEM image showing 
nanotube bundles of the FCNT yarn; h – TEM image 
showing CNT bundles and DWNT structure of the FCNT 
yarn 
The RCNT fibers were uniform and compact 
(Fig. 3 a). The SEM images show the distribution of CNT 
bundles, in which connected nanotube bundles align along 
the yarn axis, these bundles are loose and thin, with 
diameters in the range of 20 to 50 nm (Fig. 3 b to c). CNTs 
assembled to form bundles by the van der Waals force. 
Cotton-like clusters also formed, which blocked CNT 
bundle assembly. TEM observations indicate that the fiber 
is mainly composed of DWNTs. Isolated SWNTs can also 
be observed, with diameters of 3 nm (Fig. 3 d – f). Iron 
nanoparticles can be observed in CNT bundles, these iron 
particles are packed by CNTs, with diameters ranging from 
3 to 5 nm. The morphology and structure of FCNT 
yarns were also researched (Fig. 3 g – h), there is no 









Fig. 4. a – the stretch curve of the RCNT fibers prepared by 
reclaiming the iron nanoparticles in tail gas; b – the 
stretch curve of the FCNT fibers 
The linear density of as-spun RCNT fiber is  
0.18 g cm-1 (tex), measured by weighing 1 m fiber with a 
five-digit scale. The average stress of the fibers is 16.9 cN, 
and the strength of the fibers is 1.6 GPa (Fig. 4 a). The 
strength of FCNT was also studied, and it was found to 
reach to 1.27 GPa (Fig. 4 b). The RCNT fibers obtained by 
reclaiming iron nanoparticles in tail gas have low density 
and high strength. 
The ideal electrical conductivities of RCNT and FCNT 
fibers are 4.7 × 103  S m-1 and 5.3 × 105  S m-1, respectively, 
as measured by two-point analysis. The loose nanotube 
bundles cause the decrease in electrical conductivity by 
decreasing electron transmission in CNT yarns [35]. 
 
Fig. 5. Raman spectra of the RCNT fibers synthesized with 
different amounts of hydrogen 
During the production process, if hydrogen was 
stopped injecting into the rear furnace, a small amount of 
black smoke dispersed in the rear reactor with the aerogel 
and assembly. The crystalline level of CNT fibers with 
different amounts of hydrogen was analyzed. The G peak 
indicates features of graphite, but the D peak suggests 
disordered features of graphitic sheet. The ratio of the 
fiber’s D to G peaks indicates the crystalline level of fiber 
[36, 37]. As shown in Fig. 5, the crystalline level increases 
as the hydrogen amount increases. However, too much 
hydrogen is disadvantage to synthesis CNT assemble, 
because the concentration of carbon and catalyst decreases. 
This finding proves that hydrogen is beneficial for keeping 
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catalyst activity and increasing carbon transformation to 
CNT, because hydrogen can remove deposited carbon 




Fig. 6. Structure of the assembly synthesized without injecting 
deionized waterL: a – SEM image showing nanotube 
bundles of the assemble; b – TEM image showing the 
CNT structure of the assembly 
If water vapour injection into the rear furnace ceased, 
only a small assembly was stacked at the end of the rear 
reactor. The assembly was collected and analysed, it was 
found to be composed of CNT bundles. The diameter of 
the bundles is in the range of 100 to 300 nm (Fig. 6 a), and 
the bundles were composed of DWNTs and MWNTs 
(Fig. 6 b). In these bundles, a small amount of amorphous 
carbon is packed by CNTs. It indicates that water vapor is 
beneficial for activating the iron particles and maintaining 
catalyst activity because can react with amorphous carbon 
at high temperature and keep the catalyst particles clean 
[21]. 
Furthermore, if hydrocarbon feedstock was stopped 
injecting into the rear furnace, only tail gas, hydrogen, and 
water vapor flowed through the reactor, nothing happed at 
all. It proves that the CNT assembly did not result from tail 
gas. Additionally, if only FCCVD tail gas was stopped 
injecting into the rear furnace, the assembly would 
disappear and only smoke would disperse in the reactor. 
The smock was assumed to be decomposed by the carbon 
source. If FCCVD tail gas was freshly injected, the threads 
assembly would begin to stack at the bottom of the reactor 
again. These findings demonstrate that the deactivated iron 
nanoparticles in tail gas can be activated to promote the 
nucleation and growth of CNT.  
The deactivated iron nanoparticles in the FCCVD tail 
gas were reclaimed successfully to promote the synthesis 
of CNT fibers. The particles, which were wrapped in 
amorphous carbon layer, were injected into the rear reactor 
with the gas flow. Then, the deactivated iron particles were 
activated under the effect of hydrogen and water vapour, 
which reacted with the amorphous carbon layer and 
maintained the catalyst activity at high temperature. 
Besides, bits of unused iron nanoparticles may also exist in 
tail gas and discharge into the rear furnace with the tail 
gas.  
The morphology of iron particles in RCNT fibers was 
also analyzed and compared with that of iron particles in 
FCNT fibers (Fig. 7 a – d). The morphology of the particles 
did not change, but the number of iron particles in RCNT 
fibers obviously decreased. The size distribution of the iron 
particles was also more concentrated, with the range of 3 to 
7 nm according to the statistical analysis. The interaction 
among CNTs as the number of iron particles in the CNT 
bundles decreased, which contributed to improving the 
strength of the CNT fibers. 
 
Fig. 7. The morphology of iron particles in CNT fibers:  
a – TEM image showing the iron particles in the 
RCNT fibers; b – the size distribution of iron 
nanoparticles in RCNT fibers; c – TEM image 
showing the iron particles in FCNT fibers; d – the size 
distribution of iron nanoparticles in FCNT fibers 
The RCNT fibers are compared with the FCNT fibers. 
Notably, the structure and properties of fibers fabricated in 
tail gas did not change, and the morphology of the 
deactivated iron particles and mixed tail gas did not affect 
the CNT fibers. This finding indicates that it is feasible to 
synthesize CNT fibers by reclaiming tail gas and activating 
the deactivated iron particles. The RCNT fibers have 
excellent properties and reclaiming tail gas can promote 
the clean and cheap production of CNT fibers. 
Moreover, this research also proves that spinning CNT 
fibers by reclaiming CVD tail gas is feasible in a double 
furnaces system. The double furnace system not only 
recycles tail gas but also promotes activation of the 
deactivated iron particles. In addition, the rear furnace can 
continuously spin CNT fibers by injecting the precursor 
with the catalyst into the tail gas. The double furnace 
system promotes the large-scale and clean production of 
CNT fibers. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
FCCVD tail gas contains deactivated iron 
nanoparticles, hydrogen and carbide gas which includes 
methane, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide. Research 
shows that the deactivated iron nanoparticles in tail gas can 
be activated after reacting with hydrogen and water vapor 
at high temperature under certain conditions. High 
performance CNT fibers can be successfully prepared by 
activating the deactivated iron nanoparticles and 
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reclaiming tail gas with the double furnaces system. The 
RCNT fibers produced by this system are composed of 
DWNTs and a few SWNTs with low density, high 
strength, and high electrical conductivity. The FCNT fibers 
have the same structure as the RCNT fibers, and they 
exhibit excellent properties. These findings indicate that 
synthesizing CNT fibers by activating the deactivated iron 
particles and reclaiming tail gas is feasible. This research 
also proves that spinning CNT fibers in double furnaces 
system is feasible. The double furnace system promotes the 
large-scale and clean production of CNT fibers. This 
research is also beneficial for saving resources and 
protecting the environment. 
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